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Term 4, Week 10
Principal's News
What a busy term! We have reached the end of term 3
and looking back at everything that has happened it
is amazing that everyone is still full of energy and
smiling.
Last week we welcomed 'Healthy Harold' back to
BPS. From all the laughter, smiles and excited buzz
around the school I think he was de nitely missed.
As a school we have decided to run this program
every second year for our students so we will see
Harold again in 2024.
Thant you to everyone who joined us this week for
Open Classrooms, Picnic Lunch and the Athletics
Carnival Ribbon Assembly. It's always wonderful to
have families in the school and to hear the excited
buzz as learning, challenges, achievements and play
times are shared. There was some healthy
competition with Kahoot! and STEM challenges and
lots of creative art works being made. If you didn't
see the QR code to name our 10 minute daily reading
time
please
vote
here
https://forms.office.com/Pages/DesignPageV2.aspx?
subpage=design&token=ecebc9c5251546c7b290596
802ba5066&id=muagBYpBwUecJZOHJhv5kSOslibgg
INOopjoxJKTiEJUOVY2SUxZUzk0SkFDMTA3NVdQW
EsyUVVaQy4u
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On our recent tour of
Canberra, Stage 3 students were given the
opportunity to participate in a variety of educational
programs with a focus on Australia’s history,
culture, heritage and democracy.
The Australian Government recognises the
importance of all young Australians being able to
visit the national capital as part of their Civics and
Citizenship education. To assist families in meeting
the cost of the excursion the Australian Government
contributed funding of $30 per student under the
Parliament and Civics Education Rebate program
towards those costs. The rebate was applied to each
students total cost prior to the excursion taking
place which allowed us to charge families a reduced
amount. The Parliament and Civics Education Rebate
program will rebate school in the coming weeks.

Reading and Writing with Ms Corrigan
Another week of sharing wonderful work! Thank you
for reading me your amazing writing.

I hope that everyone has a restful, safe and fun
holiday. We will see you back on Monday, October 10
for another term full of learning and new
adventures!
Jodie Corrigan
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Support Units
The students in the Support Unit have started
Community Access this term where they walk down
to Aldi to purchase an item. Road safety, Maths and
Functional Living skills are covered in this simple
and fun Friday activity.

KR
Such a busy term in KR!
We:
Started with a new teacher
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Mrs Richardson had her baby
Celebrated NAIDOC Day
Experienced our first athletics carnival
had public speaking
Celebrated Father’s Day
Hatched and cared for chickens
Read lots of texts and learnt many new sounds
Covered lots of new content in Maths
Got quite clever at using and articulating new
and efficient mental calculation strategies
Sang lots of songs
Learned about the Farm with Mrs Thacker
Learned about People and Places in Geography
Saw and laughed a lot at Healthy Harold
Mrs Haggerty is very proud of how hard we have
been working. We make her smile every day!
- Mrs Haggerty

3/4B
We are forming complex sentences with our 'word of
the day'. We also ejoyed our Healthy Harold session
last week.
We also enjoyed welcoming Family members into
our classroom for the BPS Open Day.
- Miss Browning
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3/4D
3/4D have been enjoying composing and performing
their own music. We learnt to read musical notes and
how each instrument in an orchestra performs
different parts of a song.
- Mrs McPhan

3/4W
Here are some photos from our Open Classroom
morning, we had such a great morning sharing our
classroom with Family and Friends.
- Miss Wicks
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Open Day
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Sport
Congratulations to our Junior netball team, runners
up. Fantastic effort!

PBL Sports Colours Day
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Kindergarten 2023
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Holiday Programs
Dates to Remember
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